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Chemtrails: An Obvious Overhead Pollutant Ignored and Denied
Paul Fassa
Natural Society
April 22, 2013

Ted and Cathy – Las Vegas, NV, 1/29/2012
Have you ever seen those long smoke-lines in the sky and wondered what they are? Some may be jet vapor contrails, but others are known as
chemtrails. Most of the population doesn’t know, but these trails, loaded with heavy metals that have been measured in the water and air at several
different worldwide locations, are actually a threat to your health.
Contrails are the result of jet engine vapors condensing into tiny ice particles at high altitude. They are usually not very dense and evaporate quickly.
They never extend from one side of the sky to the other, not even close! These trails are dense and linger, often from horizon to horizon, sometimes
widening to form streaky clouds.
As more have reported the chemtrail phenomena to government agencies, the usual cover story is that they’re being sprayed as part of a
geoengineering effort to slow down global warming, or they’re conducting military drills with releasing streams of metallic particulates to confuse
radar.
They are cover stories. So what are they covering? Mainstream media thoroughly ignores or debunks it. Congressman Dennis Kucinich seemed to
have caught wind of the hazards of geoengineering for weather control.
He tried to into introduce a bill called the Space Preservation Act in 1997 and 2001, mostly intended to stop Star War projects. Within it the word
chemtrails appeared as an item to be banned. The bill went nowhere. Most congressmen are ignorant of the issue or afraid to ask, just like the media.
The denial of something so apparent is outrageous. After looking into chemtrails for yourself, ask anyone to look up if you see them and watch them
go into denial as well. Sometimes both contrails and chemtrails appear simultaneously, making it easier to differentiate.
So now that we know they exist, it’s important to recognize the dangers of chemtrails.
Advertisement
Consider the Hazards from Chemtrails
Readings taken after chemtrail episodes from air traps, water traps, ground and snow samples vary slightly from location to location, but they usually
contain small particulates or nanoparticles of aluminum, barium, strontium, and sometimes ethylene dibromide or EDB, often called dibromoethane,
an EPA banned fuel additive.
Consider that these particulates fan out at high altitudes and fall onto the ground invisibly, affecting foliage, forests, crops, rivers and lakes, animals,
and humans. Many aware conservationists and environmentalists are aware of the chemtrail damage to our biosphere.
Breathing nanoparticles of toxic metals into the lungs bypasses our primary immune system’s defenses. These substances make their way into the
blood directly from the lung’s capillaries. And aluminum gets through the blood-brain barrier. But don’t worry; Monsanto has patented aluminum
resistant seeds. How did they know that was needed? Strange.
Just a couple of years ago, an Arizona resident collected certified medical blood test documents from seriously ill Arizonians and sent them to various
State and Federal elected officials demanding an investigation. The blood sample documents showed extremely high amounts of either barium or
aluminum or both. None of those people worked or had worked with hazardous materials containing those items. Some were retired.
In the past couple of decades, death from respiratory disease in the US have been increasing. Asthma rates have more than doubled in the western
world and Alzheimer’s’ disease and autism spectrum disorders have risen dramatically.
Barium can be linked to multiple diseases including respiratory diseases and aluminum to neurological afflictions.
Even if you’re not directly affected by these nanoparticles from chemtrails, your immune system is adversely affected and forced to work overtime
with yet more environmental and food pollutants and toxins, leaving you more prone to infectious and autoimmune diseases. And in any case, if the
soil is affected (which it is) you are affected.
There are many groups and individuals doing what they can to bring awareness to government agencies. But this operation’s lid is sealed.

If you’re new to this and curious, start checking out those jet trails and notice the difference between contrails and chemtrails. You can Google
chemtrails, aerosol spraying, or geoengineering for more resources and sites with photos and videos. Try to sidestep the usual debunking shills and
trolls, but without disregarding all the information. It’s important to look at everything from multiple angles to get a better understanding.
Protecting Yourself
Despite all the efforts of individuals and small groups as well as documentaries, nothing gets done about this toxic elephant in the sky. So you have to
protect yourself by detoxing often.
A mineral water product called Volvic, available at Whole Foods and online, has been used to remove aluminum from the brain. The recommended
regimen is 1.5 liters daily for five days. And there are other ways to remove heavy metals from the body, including professional chelation and do-ityourself solutions.
Consider consuming these 6 foods for heavy metal chelation or utilizing these 7 tips for detoxing and cleansing the body. Food grade activated
charcoal is yet another detox agent that can be used.
RELATED: Global Chemtrail Bombardment – User Photos and Video – http://www.infowars.com/global-chemtrail-bombardment-user-photosand-video/
This article was posted: Monday, April 22, 2013 at 8:44 am
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1. The Peoples Luciferian says:
April 24, 2013 at 6:06 pm
I live in Southwestern Manitoba Canada myself. In Brandon. I see these things ALL THE TIME here too. I always look up with dismay when it
happens and sometimes try to tell others about these things as well. But alas, most people see these things and don’t even give it a second
thought, it’s mind-boggling that they are and choose to remain so oblivious to it!
Reply
2. Anonymous says:
April 24, 2013 at 4:19 pm
Ethylene dibromide, ebola chemtrail fallout, cloudseeding patent, dispersal units.
Above top. Secret.
Air cleaner with ionizer.
CLOUDBUSTERS CLOUDBUSTERS cloudbusters.
Orgone bio energy, prana tsjee chi.
Buy BIO ORGANIC EKO.
Reply
3. Anonymous says:
April 24, 2013 at 3:15 pm
I moved to ne pa about 7 months ago and have not seen any since I moved here from north atlanta ga where it was a daily occurence. I wonder if
it has something to do with the mountains over here possibly effecting the dispersal pattern of the poison.
Reply
4. Anonymous says:
April 24, 2013 at 11:53 am
breath in breath out
Reply
5. KIM says:
April 24, 2013 at 8:19 am
Glenn Beck’s Double Standard on “Bad-Bad-Bad Men”
Reply
6. Sheilah Skartvedt says:
April 24, 2013 at 6:20 am
post to let you know. The {style and design|design
Reply
7. Anonymous says:
April 24, 2013 at 3:16 am
Hey..you, the CNN loving troll, sheep, follower, uninformed slave calling us all paranoid…What if only 10% of ALL of these conspiracies were
true?? What if only 5% were true…?? One percent?? isnt that enough to scare you out of your Kardashian and Housewives slumber? Just

because a person is paranoid, doesnt mean they’re not out to get you. Before you bash people for things that I am sure the majority of people
here have researched extensively for years, Maybe you should close your Pie Hole, and do your own research. Dont come to a fight unarmed, Its
not gonna work out in your favor. You cant even argue intelligently, so instead of opening your mouth and confirming to us all that you are
indeed an Idiot, perhaps you should just go stand “over there” and keep quiet, let the grownups talk ok?? If your good, maybe you can have
some ice cream later. Go watch cartoons and feed your brain
Reply
8. Anonymous says:
April 24, 2013 at 3:00 am
I live in western canada, and there are dozens of these chem trails sprayed here everyday, I try to tell people, and they look at me like a deer in
the headlights…I am getting very angry at these murderers poisoning me, my children, all of us for their own self serving reasons. As For the
ignorant comments from the blissfully unaware CNN breast fed people, “they” that are spraying are sure to be positioned in areas where this has
little to no effect, not to mention they have very routine health checks for side effects, and detoxification programs i am sure they adhere to. As
for the pilots, you would think they have a conscience, but what if they were born and raised in hidden isolated private facilities to be, for lack
of a better term, drones. Soldiers without the normal influences of society. People who have been raised since a very young age, taught, trained
and molded to be obedient to their respective command givers. Soldiers without remorse, or conscience. People who have been kept isolated, no
doubt drugged up, brainwashed, and very well trained in their various tasks. Its really not that much of a stretch when you look back in history
at the proven research from nazi germany and the CIA into these very same subjects. they have had this on their agendas for a very long time,
and have been working on it without a doubt since its inception. NOW, Add to that equation, the huge number of missing and never found
children in this world…Never mind CPS…Think about it….your perfect black ops army…A Platoon of manchurian candidates, well trained, no
conscience, no family, no morals, no remorse, NO IDENTITY, and no fear of consequence, or death. It has been documented to have been done
before, on a more individual level, so why not on a grander scale?? I do believe something along these lines will reveal itself to be true one
day…The Elite are Plenty sick and disturbed enough to do it. Just something to think about…
Reply
The Peoples Luciferian says:
April 24, 2013 at 6:06 pm
I live in Southwestern Manitoba Canada myself. In Brandon. I see these things ALL THE TIME here too. I always look up with dismay
when it happens and sometimes try to tell others about these things as well. But alas, most people see these things and don’t even give it a
second thought, it’s mind-boggling that they are and choose to remain so oblivious to it!
Reply
9. Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 9:42 pm
For those who still deny chemtrails or simply will not open their eyes up. Look at the cartoon movie called “over the hedge” There are clips on
you tube. In this childrens cartoon they have intentionally drawn in chemtrails in the sky. Now why would they do that? It is a cartoon and
anything in it is intentionally put there. This cartoon is one small example but also absolute proof something is going on in our skies. They are
now brainwashing our children early in the cartoons they watch. (in many ways i imagine) But this is just too obvious. Look up over the hedge
chemtrails. Throughout the entire movie there are chemtrails drawn into it!!!!!!!!!!! I live in Canada and we see them daily. I have also banned
my kid and his friends from watching this cartoon.
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 24, 2013 at 1:09 am
I prefer to read facts backed with scientific evidence. Mabye the people who put it there where chem trail believers trying to notify the
public instead of proof?
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 24, 2013 at 11:35 am
the main stream media just keeps ignoring it.
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 24, 2013 at 11:42 am
have you watched “What in the world are they spraying?” on you tube, everyone should watch that video, the politicians were confronted
about it and denied any knowledge of the chemtrails even as the skies were being sprayed overhead.
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 24, 2013 at 5:41 pm
OOOOH NOES CARTOONS ARE TEACHING ME CHEMTRAILS ARE OK! tv or movies nor music brainwashes people.its yourself.
its like blaming video games for mass shootings.
Reply

10. Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 6:31 pm
“My question for you is, why would “these people” be spraying if they have to live under the same sky?”
Who says ‘they’ live under the same sky? Who are ‘they’? Are you certain ‘they’ live here in the USA? Are US authorities taking orders from
‘they’ who live someplace else other than here? Maybe the US has no choice in the matter.
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 24, 2013 at 12:49 am
Dam the alien lizards are at it again.
Reply
11. Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 6:31 pm
invade and occupy Switzerland. nothing neutral about the bankster scum ruling that realm, they are enemies of Man.
Reply
12. MrSmith says:
April 23, 2013 at 5:29 pm
Those who can not see the obvious is unfortunately mentally weak!
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 8:42 pm
Just for the record, it’s “those are,” not “those is.”
Reply
13. Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 4:59 pm
Paranoid nutcases.
Reply
MrSmith says:
April 23, 2013 at 5:36 pm
Check up on how long they held the research and development of the atomic bomb a secret even though a lot of people were involved.
Someone like you were informed of this development only because they wanted you to know about this!
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 8:40 pm
No thanks, I think I’ll stand by my original comment: You’re a paranoid nutcase.
Reply
14. Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 4:00 pm
Youtube Ted Gunderson FBI, he’s dead by the way, cancer shortly after his outing of Chemtrails. This is clearly a part of Agenda 21, it’s in site
but out of mind! BTW, to the poster asking why they would dump this on themselves. Globalists money changers don’t live in this country, the
elite in 2011 alone purchased more housing in places like Switzerland than all previous years combined, why is this? The US people are a
commodity and the Oligarchy run the show…
Reply
15. Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 12:39 pm
In response to the video “Callers Don’t Believe Official Story Behind Boston Bombings” I’d like to comment on the clips of the older brother
being put in the car naked. It is ridiculous to parade a man naked in public. I don’t care, they had made sure there was no bombs on him, they
should have covered him up at that point. We should not be okay with them doing this to any person in public, bombs or no bombs.
Reply
MrSmith says:
April 23, 2013 at 5:14 pm
I agree!

Reply
16. Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 11:03 am
I’ve got a question for all you chemtrailers, why in the world would “they” be spraying if they live under the same sky?
Reply
MrSmith says:
April 23, 2013 at 5:15 pm
Perhaps you should ask them(they)!
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 8:14 pm
Alright then, I guess I will. So, who should I ask? Who’s “them” or “they”?
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 24, 2013 at 11:46 am
Why not start with the companies who admit to spraying?
http:// weathermodification.com /cloud-seeding-aerial.php
Anonymous says:
April 24, 2013 at 11:49 am
Weather Modification, Inc. would be a first and obvious choice.
There are at least 9 different companies openly spraying for weather modification purposes. All a person has to do is run a
search for them.
Anonymous says:
April 24, 2013 at 6:01 pm
Evergreen Aviation
from their website:
MARKETS:
• Firefighting
• Oil Spill Containment
• Weather Modification
• Biochemical Decontamination
——————————————————————————Go to google images and type “Evergreen Supertanker” in search bar for pictures of its spraying operations
17. Scarlett Sometimes says:
April 23, 2013 at 8:37 am
“There aren’t any chemtrails, those are contrails from jets, and the sky doesn’t change color afterward!” This is what you get from the willfully
asleep. Eventually, the chemtrail reality will be completely obvious, and the willfully asleep will act like its always been a foregone conclusion.
Validation is reaching extiction because some of us would rather march off a cliff with all the other lemmings than ever admit to being wrong.
The rest of us can handle The Truth, and are not willing to go along with the lie. Expect persecution for trying to do what is right, but the one
you Awaken is worth all the effort.
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 11:00 am
The people that are responsible for spraying live under the same sky, on the same planet, explain why they would want to poison
themselves?
Reply
race2survive says:
April 23, 2013 at 2:41 pm
Just following orders, even if they are illegal.
Reply
MrSmith says:
April 23, 2013 at 5:18 pm

Perhaps because they hate life! Including their own!
Reply
18. TJ says:
April 23, 2013 at 8:02 am
Look at how few comments this article has compared to the others.
This is indicative of the general apathy in the public and why they are still getting away with it.
I can’t believe any of you don’t see the connection to the OIL INDUSTRY with this GeoEngineering.
This has nothing to do with Al Gore, that’s sad that some of you really think that.
The Oil corporations and governments that money off of selling oil want to protect and expand their markets. Who else would have the money
to fund this monster?
They figure if they can cool the planet enough by increasing the earth’s albedo effect (reflectivity), they will be able to keep selling oil and
making HUGE profits. If they DIDN’T do anything, then people would DEMAND we get away from oil and invest in alternative energy
sources (and there are many). This was the main purpose for this CARBON industry program- damage control. Look up the patents they have
specifically for dimming and cooling the plant. They can hurt the solar cell business(competition) as well, by limiting the light they get from the
sun. (and this has happened, look it up)
In addition though, there are eugenicists at the top who would like to cull the population. It will make it easier for them to bring in their NWO.
So DARPA got involved and other kinds of nasty things got added as well, like nano-technologies that brought us Morgellons, as well as other
poisons that will weaken us. (These materials have been tested for are documented results)
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 10:30 am
My question for you is, why would “these people” be spraying if they have to live under the same sky?
Reply
MrSmith says:
April 23, 2013 at 5:43 pm
Perhaps for the same reason that many take out their children every day in thetraffic, although there is a great danger in it. People
often do what’s dangerous and see that it is necessary
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 24, 2013 at 11:52 am
anyone can see the jet airplanes making a trail of nano particles that spans the entire sky, watch the video “What in the world are
they spraying?” on you tube, to get more answers, they have publicly said that they are doing the spraying to block the sun, to
“protect” us from global warming.
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 10:52 am
Yea,Yea,Yea, but these people live under the same sky as us. Explain why they enjoy dousing themselves? Mabye then I could believe
you.
Reply
MrSmith says:
April 23, 2013 at 5:25 pm
Why should he? You can do your own research. In the future when this is revealed please remember how sadly weak and
uninformed you were!
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 24, 2013 at 1:03 am
Thats because the chem trails have given me early stage Alzheimer’s, and I have lost my short term memory. Damm…..
19. Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 7:42 am
It’s condensation, sometimes the atmosphere can’t absorb as much water, so the trails are longer. Typically you will see the longer trails when
there are also clouds. Also, different lengths may be because of different altitudes.
Reply
TJ says:

April 23, 2013 at 8:06 am
You will make a perfect NWO slave.
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 9:41 am
TJ,
You jack off way too much.
Reply
Scarlett Sometimes says:
April 23, 2013 at 8:41 am
Please explain why the blue sky then turns an unnatural, murky shade of blah after the alleged condensation trails disperse.
Reply
killer Dana says:
April 23, 2013 at 10:17 am
Hey Anony ,
Your lack of street smarts is very clear .
Dr Patterson is yet one more moron to add to the list .
Get it pounded into your thick brain dead heads .
This poison will stop .
Dick Long
Reply
race2survive says:
April 23, 2013 at 2:44 pm
Right. That’s why we see patterns that look like a hopschotch board. Just condensation.
Reply
MrSmith says:
April 23, 2013 at 5:26 pm
Go back to your playstation!
Reply
20. Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 3:11 am
Oh my God! They killed Dave!!!
Reply
Scarlett Sometimes says:
April 23, 2013 at 8:44 am
“You bastards!”
Reply
21. Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 12:44 am
It’s a war on humanity as we know it, the pollutant killer. you can thank the carbon tax monger al gore
for his global warming climate conspiracy BS. this is why these chemtrails are in existence… to sopposably cool the planet, what a load of crap.
we need to STOP geoengineering before it kills off everything… any suggestions people?
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 8:28 am
If you want to completely stop geoengineering, then you will also need to shut down all of the coal-burning facilities, remove all dams
from the waterways, stop fishing the oceans, etc. Chemtrails, if they are actually a real thing (I am not convinced), sound like they are
totally unnecessary. But there are plenty of activities that humans engage in that can be considered geoengineering, even if that is not the

original intent. We are changing the world every single day just by the way we live, for better or worse.
Reply
Scarlett Sometimes says:
April 23, 2013 at 8:42 am
Stop Al Gore, that would help the sheople wake up.
Reply
22. Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 12:22 am
Look up CHEMTRAIL AIRCRAFT MECHANIC SPEAKS on you tube, like a 5 minute clip the thumbnail has a green background.
Reply
23. Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 10:50 pm
I can’t remember who I am
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 5:14 am
David Icke – Remeber Who You Are !
Reply
24. Johnny Canuck says:
April 22, 2013 at 9:32 pm
I see the trolls ain’t touching this one!!!! Maybe even they know something is not right about our skies.
You would have to be a complete moron not to see the crap being sprayed in our once blue skies.
C’mone trollies, show us how dumb you really are, ’cause I need a good laff!
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 10:36 pm
These must only be in the US.
In the multiple countries I have lived in or visited, the countless times I have seen airplanes overhead, not once have I ever seen a
“chemtrail.” I wonder why?
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 5:05 am
There are here in Japan!
We Japanese do not follow about “chemtrails.”
I am learning by internet.
Many many dark cloudy days now.
Not chemtrails – but from Yokosuka base many
twin engine planes all day loud in the air.
Sometimes late night.
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 12:16 am
Johnny,
If you believe the chemtrail B/S, you are jacking off way too much.
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 12:32 am
Look at the pic above from Las Vegas YOU jerk off.
How can you deny it – LOOK AT THE PICTURE!
Its a f u cki ing GRID you imbecile… A grid of CHEM TRAILS.

What? You think that’s normal?
Its a f u ck in g GRID idiots!
…This is why we have lost against the NWO.
People can’t see what’s right in front of them…
Deaf, dumb and blind.
NWO is gonna roast all you morons before its over.
By the way – if Obama wants background checks to get a gun – he needs to go first.
He couldn’t pass a background check to be a school janitor!
Reply
undergrowth says:
April 23, 2013 at 9:32 am
He’s right, it’s a fucking grid.
Johnny Canuck says:
April 23, 2013 at 11:51 pm
I will assume you are not a troll or a jerk-off gov’t-paid asshole.
A few years ago, I observed an aircraft flying below Cumulus clouds, on a beautiful summer’s day. It seemed to be leaving a trail
behind it, like it was spraying. I wasn’t ignorant about the concept of “chemtrails”, but it was new to my vocabulary in that I didn’t
have any first-hand proof of the existence of such an idea.
I went home, went on the internet and found out that contrails are created at a temperature around -40 degrees Celsius and
Fahrenheit. Then I went to some sites regarding clouds and cloud heights.
Next I found a site that gives atmospheric data called “Atmospheric Soundings”. It comes out of the University of Wyoming,
College of Engineering, Department of Atmospheric Science.
With this information I was able to determine that there was no way this aircraft could be causing contrails.
Cumulus clouds are created around 1000 feet or more. Contrails are formed at -40 degrees and at 1000 meters the temperature is not
cold enough for this phenomenon to occur.
For example: At this moment the temperature here is 55 degrees Fahrenheit ( 12.7 C).
At around our mark of -40 degrees, (-39.4 C to be precise) the reading is 8534 Meters, or 27,998 feet. This is obviously way above
where Cumulus clouds form.
I have observed the skies all my life, and I have concluded this spraying is going on. I have seen jets go by leaving contrails, which
disappear in a matter of seconds, and other jets, passing by shortly after, leave trails that spread out over a period of hours.
This is impossible, unless physics have gone upside down.
Anyhow, your rude comment doesn’t really deserve an answer, but maybe I can reach others with more mature, open minds.
I’m not going to waste space insulting you back, I actually hope you will do some investigating, watch the skies and maybe you
will see what I have seen.
Somebody is shitting on us, LOOK UP!!!
Reply
25. Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 9:18 pm
Yea, people are ignoring chem-trails. The F-ers perpetrating this crap are still getting away with it. Isn’t funny how the carbon tax and the socalled carbon foot print seem to have faded and it is no longer being promoted. They tried real hard to get it through. But, Al Gore didn’t get
elected and it seems to have faded into obscurity. If -IIIIIIIIFFFFFFFF it was true, then why isn’t the government pursuing it? Could it be that
the criminal interest most closely tied to the scam didn’t get into power and the ones that did had other agendas? Anybody that you hear say
“well they got em,” referring to the Sandy Hook or Boston Marathon suspects is either too stupid or too self-indulgent to realize otherwise. I
heard someone say the other day that the US interests that allegedly killed and captured OBLaden buried him at sea out of respect of his
religion. Do you think that the most wanted US criminal in history would have been so buried out of “respect for his religion” when a giant
premise of the patriot act allowed for torture of detainees. The guy was supposedly already dead! What degree of moron must one be to believe
“buried at sea.” If people can’t see the sophisticated things being perpetrated against them that’s one thing; but the chem-trails by now are
obvious. The government utilizing fear mongering to achieve results is another obvious crime. The pillaging of the middle-class is another.
What will it take until people wake up?
Reply
26. GodisTruth says:

April 22, 2013 at 9:10 pm
They are not Con Trails as the mainstream calls them and explains them. The name says it all CON trails as in they are CONNING YOU
SUCKERS! I have heard people explain these away many times and they never address the facts. You can actually watch passenger airliners on
the same days NOT LEAVING TRAILS. They even leave perfect triangles, exes, and designs in the skies on some occasions. I have watched
several planes spraying and followed the grids as they go back and forth. They are not flying on flight paths of commercial planes which you
can watch sometimes in the same area not leaving any trails. I have heard EX Air force intelligence call in to local radio shows and warn the
people to move out of the major cities because of the trails and coming civil unrest etc. Yes they risk their asses to do this and yes many do
speak up from time to time. Then you run into the loyal slaves who invite whatever the system tells them as truth. Anything else is nutjob
delusional ideas. These people are beyond help so do not waste much time on them. Many welcome the culture of death, perversion, poison etc.
Just as long as they can have their drugs, sex, tv, and materialism. They will be the first to go along with the politicians and other liars who run
this slave system. see youtube video 7/7 ripple effect and web site jah truth. net
Reply
Scarlett Sometimes says:
April 23, 2013 at 9:01 am
Anything to go along to get along, anything to avoid being exposed for being wrong, and being fooled. They can keep getting their shots,
drinking their fluoridated Diet Coke, and pointing their fingers at anyone with enough courage to say the emperor has no clothes. Keep it
up, lemmings. Your time is almost up.
Reply
27. Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 8:58 pm
haarp isn’t just in Alaska. There are haarp facilities all over the USA and the entire globe.
Reply
race2survive says:
April 23, 2013 at 9:12 am
There is also the sea based SB-37.
Reply
28. Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 8:23 pm
i video it all the time when it happens here in charlotte nc area…..wife could care less…..too much floride…i could write for days on what i see
and post pics for hours and video God help us.
Reply
race2survive says:
April 23, 2013 at 9:20 am
My spouse and I see them at least 3x week in New Jersey. Hell, the day after Hurricane Sandy we both watched them spreading their sh$t
at 6:00 am from our front porch. MANY TIMES when we come out of the local grocery store, we can see the grid pattern in the same
place. They’re real and anyone who denies this is BRAIN DEAD! I remember watching contrails from a jet as a kid, THESE ARE
NOTHING LIKE THAT!!!!!!
Reply
29. Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 8:18 pm
Its’ to murder us. People should pick up a gun and shoot every politician they can find. They have committed treason against the people and
accepted rewards for doing it. Any pilot flying these planes is a very screwed up mind. The sadistic one world order is off the charts –
participating- “Hillary plays her poker face ” . The lowest dregs of mankind ! If you see one – don’t ask why ? Wise up fools -some of us are
here – empowered by God !
Reply
30. Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 7:15 pm
Why do they want to kill people en masse? Who is protected and how? Who is spraying this stuff? Commercial aircraft? Where do they store it
on the plane and when do they refill?
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 8:11 pm
try researching ,while u still have internet freedom,youtube ,air force owning the weather by 2025,geoengineering(which is just a reason
they give ,but its not why their doin it)lots of educated people have done tons of research.alex jones’s doc the end game touches in on
chemtrails explaining how this is the biggest air program ever.watch the planes see what their doing true evil some people say there on

auto pilot or are drone airplanes lots of info out there not many answers on how to stop them though,protesting doesnt accomplish any
thing,just ask occupy monsanto
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 9:42 pm
“What in the world are they spraying” and “Why in the world are they spraying” on youtube.
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 12:25 am
“CHEM TRAIL AIRCRAFT MECHANIC SPEAKS” 5 minute video on you tube~
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 3:16 am
supposedly the spray tanks are stored in the lavatory system of the plane as well as additives placed in the fuel. i wish we could get some
smoking gun evidence to show the public
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 5:17 am
Chemtrails are also for the mass mind control. Check out Psycotronic warfare
Reply
31. Yakov says:
April 22, 2013 at 7:06 pm
Can Zeolite help? I hear it can remove heavy metals from the body really well.
Reply
32. Socialcritic says:
April 22, 2013 at 6:53 pm
Look up Morgellons disease, thought to be caused by these chemtrails, The condition includes fibers growing out of the skin. Disgusting!
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 23, 2013 at 4:52 pm
Yup, a disease thought to be specifically caused by something that most likely doesn’t even exist. Seems reasonable.
Chemtrails do not exist, and you’re all walking around living as schizophrenics without realizing it. Please seek psychotherapy. Unless
being crazy is what you really want. It’s kind of an exciting way to live for a while. Just don’t hurt anyone.
Reply
33. Francis Marion says:
April 22, 2013 at 6:36 pm
Florida used to have over 300 bright sunny days per year. Now you get a clear
sunny day and around 10AM the spray planes start.
They criss-cross the azure blue skies with their POISON until the once beautiful
sky is a mass of ugly, stirred-up plumes of toxic chemical exhaust.
Its always done over more populated areas so they get the maximum exposure
to humans breathing the chemicals on the ground.
Aluminum and Barium also kill vegetation and damage food crops. They closed
Florida’s oldest tourist attraction: Cypress Gardens but if you look at pictures
of the gardens 10 years ago they were lush and healthy emerald green.
Later pics show the gardens as greenish-brown with way less flowers and grass
that looks yellowed.
CHEMTRAIL SPRAYING IS AN ACT OF WAR AGAINST THE AMERICAN PEOPLE.
Check out Rosalind Peterson for expert info about “Persistent Jet Contrails”.

Reply
34. Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 5:41 pm
It would be great if someone would do research to connect these sprayings to global weather change. I believe there is a connection. There is no
accident that metals have been found in them.
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 6:46 pm
geoengineeringwatch.org HERE YOU CAN FIND OUT ALL ABOUT BILL GATES/USAF WORLDWIDE AEROSOL SPRAYING
OF THE STRATOSPHERE. THEY SAY THEY ARE COOLING THE PLANET, BUT IS REALLY KILLING IT AND US WITH
IT!SOFT KILL! UNTIL THEY RELEASE EBOLI OR SOMETHING WHEN THEY GET FIGURED OUT BY THE GENERAL
PUBLIC! THIS IS WHY CANCER IS UP 3000 PERCENT IN 5 YEARS> WHO IN YOUR FAMILY HAS RESPITORY PROBLEMS.
YOUR NEXT! PILOTS INVOLVED IN THIS SHOULD KNOW THAT THIS AFFECTS YOUR FAMILIES TO! IF THEY STOPPED
IT TODAY THE PLANET WOULD HAVE A HARD TIME CALLED “REBOUND” OTHER THAN THAT WE ARE QUICKLY
HEADING INTO WHATS CALLED “VENUS SYNDROME” PLANET DEATH! GEOENINEERING CONTAINS ALUMINUM
OXIDE- ALZIMERS? BARIUM AND STRANTIUM-CANCER…………AND NO TELLING WHAT ELSE! ITS MAIN PURPOSE IS
TO ENHANCE HAARP IN ALASKA FOR WEATHER MODIFICATION!
Reply
35. Uranus says:
April 22, 2013 at 5:31 pm
Everything in the spray is poisonous to every living thing.
The purpose of chemtrails is to kill everything alive on the planet, including the oceans, slowly. That’s why I said life on the planet won’t make
it to the end of this decade if it isn’t stopped. The dust has been giving me fits for two decades.
Check out these amazing photographs, especially the satellite pictures: http://imageevent.com/firesat/.....&p=14. You won’t believe what else is
in the spray.
Reply
36. TheLastAmerican says:
April 22, 2013 at 5:11 pm
Hello my fellow pests. Seems a group of USAF Generals have answer some questions on
spraying us down with chemicals across the entire sky.
Hey lindsay Graham (Gamecock), you looking for some enemy combatants?
There you go, course you’re sold out yourself.
The FBI IS Mossad.
Reply
37. Socialcritic says:
April 22, 2013 at 4:48 pm
There is hardly a sunny day in region 6.
Reply
38. Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 4:23 pm
listen up nay sayers ,trolls,shills,arse wipes just look up.now while your looking up ,look at the sun ,still with me ,great your doing just
great,now take one of your hands and block the sun ,still there good your doing great,now look at the clouds in front of sun or near the sun what
do you see,thats right ,your seeing green ,blue,yellow, reds,.now why do you suppose these” clouds”are not just white.its cause their full of
chemicals .ya dig why is it that we never have a cloudless day or our sun is always white.gone are the deep blue skies we knew .welcome to
death by air force .colony bee collaspe,i think not, the bats too,what else our trees ,plants . where does it end,how many upside down rainbows
or sundogs do we need to witness .been looking up for two years now.why is it that on 5 or 6 days out of the month we see no planes leaving
these”contrails”but the rest of the month its a total attack.contrails disipate not the chems though,no they stay and tun the sky completely
white..any way what say you einstein?you shills n trolls are all the same ,its contrails, its contrails.grow a brain ,or just shut you traps
Reply
Lord Enlil says:
April 23, 2013 at 6:25 am
But are also other concern facts…see Codex Alimentarius and with those chems may trick and play with your DNA..
Well they play with people more then in one way…
Reply

39. Lord Enlil says:
April 22, 2013 at 3:44 pm
But in more common language they prepare the Hollywood Project for the Total Takeover after that…see HR8791..
But there are more then one Plan and one of it it will be proven very real and i know all about that..
Reply
40. Lord Enlil says:
April 22, 2013 at 3:40 pm
Well i know what are the chemtrails..
They prepare the HR8791..
Reply
41. Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 3:10 pm
they are all over today
Reply
42. leblazich says:
April 22, 2013 at 3:05 pm
Dane Wigington has a web site that everyone should visit for an in depth analysis of what they are doing to us with chemtrails:
geoengineeringwatch.org As for me I can no longer be outside on days when they are poisoning our air because the chemtrails burn my eyes,
make my nose run, and cause me to cough and I end up in bed quite sick for awhile. The honey bees, birds and fish don’t have the option of
escaping from the world government’s poisons. I sent an email to my former congressman asking for help regarding the chemtrails and didn’t
not receive an answer.
Reply
race2survive says:
April 23, 2013 at 9:38 am
Of course you received no answer. If you had, it would be a form letter thanking you for your interest and reminding you to vote for the
B$$TARD!!!!!
Reply
43. Ken says:
April 22, 2013 at 2:56 pm
First of All- Thank you Infowars for posting this on Chemtrails. I wish more would look into this.
click on my name for some GeoEngineering videos I’ve made over the last 6 years.
This is one of the most dire and untalked about issues that we face!
Listen to Dane Wigington’s talk to Mike Adams last week.
This is REAL SERIOUS, but most have no idea. I wish Alex would take up this cause more seriously.
we need protests at the local level with MANY feet on the ground.
Reply
Ken says:
April 22, 2013 at 3:00 pm
I forgot, they have disabled website linking. \=
Go to YouTube / KenJams and checkout my collection.
Feds know who I am? I don’t care. They are killing us and the planets’ life with this crap.
Most people are like the frogs in the pot being slowly heated up…oblivious to whats coming.
Reply
44. reluctantlyawake says:
April 22, 2013 at 2:42 pm
We all have to continue speaking up about it and pointing it out. Yes, we have all been labeled nuts and conspiracy theorist because of it. But
who cares? Let them continue their name-calling while they gasp for their last breath, dying of the cancers and other illnesses that are being
directly caused/exacerbated by geoengineering. We may not get through to that one closed minded individual, but the next one may be ready to
hear it.
WE ARE THE RESISTANCE. Don’t let them knock you off course with their brainwashed name-calling. Push through it and keep on speaking
up about it.
Reply
45. off the hookah says:
April 22, 2013 at 2:03 pm
I contacted my city council and asked them if they were interested in at least finding out what exactly they are spraying. Guy emailed me back

and said they were con trails. I responded with a sarcastic comment and explained to him the difference. I said not only would out local farming
community like to know, but citizens would like to know for their health. He says he forwarded it to the city council. Never heard from them
again. If they don’t address it, I am going to run for city council next because I’m not afraid to ask questions and to have this BS stopped. I don’t
give a goddamn why they think they need to do this. they need to STOP IT.
Reply
Socialcritic says:
April 22, 2013 at 6:40 pm
Hi off the hookah!

Good for you, I hope you run for office.

Reply
46. Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 2:02 pm
There is a chemical in chemtrails. That chemical is H2O. Please try not to be too retarded people.
Reply
off the hookah says:
April 22, 2013 at 2:04 pm
an anonymous retard showing how retarded he is. THere is a difference between chem trails and con trails you moron.
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 3:41 pm
Correct. Contrails exist. Chemtrails exist only in your paranoid delusions.
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 3:43 pm
You’re such an idiot…
Nomad says:
April 22, 2013 at 6:10 pm
Hi my 12 years of formal education tell me that there is no situation where the condensed ice crystals that form contrails will
ever extend to both horizons. Watch the movie “what in the world are they spraying?”. You won’t though because you’re
drawing a check from Uncle Sam ultimately, no one can be that simple and obtuse. Think about your family bud, it’s gonna
kill them too.
Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 9:27 pm
I would love to gouge out your eyballs and put an egg beater in your head full of sheit.
Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 3:42 pm
I do not even dare to compete with you!Moron!
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 5:21 pm
You must be consuming a lot of fluoride with your H2O
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 6:37 pm
the same thing is going on down here in australia but we’re too involved in our iphones to look up at the sky.
Reply
Socialcritic says:
April 22, 2013 at 6:45 pm
Man, you poor Aussies!
Reply
47. Anonymous says:

April 22, 2013 at 2:00 pm
our world is truly, truly, crazy. and a crazy world will not be sustainable for much longer. we are destroying ourselves with so much bullshit.
Reply
48. killer Dana says:
April 22, 2013 at 1:57 pm
I am so sick and tired of the poison from our criminal politicians who refuse to do anything concerning the sick and evil , agenda 21 , operation
clover leaf , geoengineering and related airisol spray’s .
This will stop when we rise up and Say No .
No more poison .
No more death .
No more genocide.
Get it pounded in your Head Dr Patterson ……
We are done with the poison .
The feds bulldozed Killer Dana into a harbor .
Thanks Army Corp of Engineers
Reply
49. Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 12:00 pm
Get one thing real about CTs people ….. there are NO PLANES or Pilots doing this. go figure …
Reply
LostLiberty says:
April 25, 2013 at 5:39 pm
Only one thing to figure. You’re one of the FAKE conspiracy theorists.
Gov’t paid sicko fake conspiracy theorist. Nothing more.
Claiming fake planes…that its really little greys flying their spacecraft, creating holograms of planes to cloak their spacecraft.
LMAO imagining about those lil creeps lugging around 55 gal barrels of chemicals from down here on earth, loading them onto their
creepy spacemobiles to spray the skies with.
The gov’t is so lame. Coming up with these “fake” stories to try to discredit any serious inquiries.
Brain dead, no doubt.
Reply
50. OpHotfoot says:
April 22, 2013 at 11:48 am
Have you ever wondered why the cases of cancer and mental illness are growing exponentially?
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 12:01 pm
Hey you idiots spraying us – YOU ARE SPRAYING YOURSELVES AND YOUR FAMILIES TOO!!!
Please, redeem your souls… come clean.
We need a Chem Trail Whistle Blower to contact InfoWars and Drudge – Now!!!
Spill the beans – Stop this madness! God will forgive you if you come clean.
This is THE most important topic of the time.
Please Help Us Stop These CRAZY scientists and Mad Men.
They must be stopped before they kill us all.
In Jesus name – please, a savior must come forward and stop these people.
Amen.
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 12:10 pm
Well said!
Reply

patsy says:
April 22, 2013 at 1:29 pm
Is there a way of making your point w/o injecting religion into your argument?
That is the same excuse the Muslims use….Ever think of that….People are sick of religions wars!
The fact is the pilots and all working on the Geo-engineering programs are poisoning themselves and their families….If that is not a
good enough reason to stop…..Then you know they are just plain nuts…
Reply
Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 2:40 pm
if the religion part of the statement offends you just ignore that part of the statement. last I heard we still have freedom of
religion whatever that might be christian, mormon, muslim atheist. Everyone should have a right to choose whether or not to
believe or not to believe. No one should be forced to believe and no one should be forced not to believe. This is America land
of the FREE home of the Brave. Just saying.
Anonymous says:
April 22, 2013 at 7:08 pm
You people are frickn crazy.
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